


Parents everywhere understand how stressful it is to raise happy and
healthy children. The mind races everyday! Are they getting proper
nutrition? Are they moving their little bodies enough? Are they safe?
While these worries will never fully disappear, you can rest easier
when you know you’ve taught your children responsibility!

Why Does Responsibility Matter, Anyway?
Did you know that adding a dose of responsibility to your little one’s
life can actually keep them smiling? According to a study done at the
University of Minnesota, kids tend to be happier when they participate
in household duties. Responsibility is also an important skill for becoming
more confident, building self respect, fostering deeper and more
meaningful interpersonal relationships, strengthening problem
solving skills, and improving decision making abilities. Incredible!



What Does This Mean For Their Future?
Teaching children the importance of responsibility from a
young age means their possibilities for adulthood are endless.

Confidence can translate to better performance at their future job
and may lead to your child becoming the CEO of a major corporation
some day. In the short term, having confidence is shown to improve
grades in school and means your child is more likely to try new
things -- and keep trying even when they slip up at first.

Kids who have self respect are less likely to fall in with the wrong
crowds of people, try drugs, or abuse alcohol as an adult --
and everybody knows how critical it is to keep kids o� streets
and substances! When you give  your children the gift of self
respect, you can send them out into the world someday
knowing they’ll always make good choices.



Responsible people stay true to their word -- when they
say they’re going to do something, you know they will.
Speaking in terms of interpersonal relationships, that
builds trust. Being seen as a trustworthy person means
their friends and family members will feel safe and
valued by your child which will lead to better quality
relationships -- a vital part of being human! 

You can try to protect your children from anything bad
ever happening to them but you can’t shield them from
everything. Life happens. The ability to solve problems
and make decisions easily means as adults they’ll be
more e�cient and equipped to handle it when life
throws something unexpected at them.



How Can Cadily Help?

We’re focused on giving parents innovative tools for teaching
their children the valuable life lessons needed to develop as
people. Which of our innovative products will you use to set
your child up for a successful future? Read on to find out!

Magnetic Day and Night Responsibility Chart for Kids

Show your children the power of having a healthy routine!
The Magnetic Day and Night Responsibility Chart for Kids was
designed by two MBAs after their child was diagnosed with
ADHD. Set up the board by selecting from 21 included magnetic
chore tiles. When your kid completes one of their chores they
can slide the magnet over to reveal a happy face -- great
for positive reinforcement! 



Magnetic Cash Reward Chart for Kids

Learning the value of a dollar and hard work is vital
for children to develop good financial skills in adulthood.
How can you teach that? With the Magnetic Cash Reward
Chart for Kids! With this handy tool, your kids won’t be
bought with stickers and smiley faces -- they’ll be earning
real money! To get started, choose from the 15 illustrated
chore magnets and set them up. Then, assign a cash value
to each task using the 144 cash magnets. Your child will
feel so accomplished when they start earning coins for
every job well done and you’ll be proud when they get
your birthday gift with money they earned themselves!



Sentence Completion Cards

Emotions can be hard for kids. They feel a wide range
of them but lack the language needed to describe what
they’re going through. That’s where the This Is Me deck
comes in! This collection of 44 cards are illustrated with
cute characters and prompts to help parents and kids
communicate better. Use them as a game or as a tool
for having tough conversations with your little one.



Chart and Cards Bundle

Want to maximize your child’s potential for a bright future? Consider
purchasing one of our bundles! We combine one of our popular charts
with a deck of sentence completion cards so you can give your child
the gift of better communication AND responsibility.



Princess Potty Protector

This disposable toilet seat cover is perfect for public restrooms that are crawling
with germs that little wandering fingers can get to very easily. Got a squirmer on
your hands? Don’t worry -- our design utilizes adhesive strips to keep the cover
in place and the extra long length keeps your little one’s legs from touching the
front of the bowl. Even better news? They’re totally waterproof so you can be
certain zero ickiness will seep through. Sold in packs of 20, Princess Potty
Protectors are ideal for the mall, the park, travel, and more!


